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Yesterday, on May 2nd 2012, our website was attacked by hackers. It actually is the good news
because it means that we started being understood. It is considered that 8 moths have to be
passed before somebody will start to understand what is going on. The fact of the attack on the
website that is only 7 weeks old tells a lot. First of all, anyone who did it feel not confident.
Somebody said: "IF THERE WAS NO SUCH THING, IT WOULD HAVE TO BE INVENTED",
but it happened.

    

The Sergey Bodrov character in his film "Brother 2" asked a negative character: "What is the
power?" and he responded: "THE POWER IN TRUTH". History is full of examples that this
statement is fair. Nobody, no empire could never resist the truth. Examples of prophets, Jesus
Christ, Mohammed, Buddha, Handy and miserable fate of empires based on humans contempt
tell about one thing. THE POWER IN TRUTH.

No matter who or for how long tried to oppress a man and the whole nations, he always face
overwhelming POWER OF TRUTH. And lost everything. Our nations have patience but not
endless. Where is Napoleon or Hitler? 
In comparison with those who attack cowardly, we are strong and open. Yes, it isn't just like
that, we are strong with TRUTH and not afraid to declare it. 
The gospel says that if the tree never bear fruit, it has to be cut down and thrown into the fire. It
will certainly happen and after some regret understand that that was the right thing. 
Friends, won't you be ashamed to look into the eyes of your ill child, mother, wife, father,
brother, sister, grandmother who can't be helped. I will never see my father any more although
he could be alive if I had done before what I am doing now. 
Just think what worth more for you, your relatives and friends or those who pay you and put
your family members live with the sword of Damocles hanging over their head, knowing that
diseases are coming.
There are more of us than WE think, We are strong and confident in ourselves because WE
ARE DOING THE RIGHT THING. WE ARE PEOPLE who fed up with lie and stupidity. We are
against the violence because those who is confident about their power, feel contempt to it. We
respect people.
We hope that you won't interfere in our collective buseness.
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